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Sprayhood
Why choose the C&J Marine Sprayhood?
The answer is evident, the C&J Marine Sprayhood is modern,
versatile and above all, innovative. Along with many years
of experience, C&J Marine’s continuing research, design
and manufacturing techniques produce a Sprayhood that is
revolutionary. Not only is it the perfect stand-alone product,
but it also provides the foundations for further adaptations
of C&J Marine top-of-the-range covers that will transform
the Sprayhood into a first class multi-functional system.
Providing a robust and sturdy structure to the C&J Marine Sprayhood
is the framework; manufactured from a strong, marine-grade, highquality stainless steel. This framework provides exceptional stability along
with the very distinctive C&J Marine profile. Complimenting the already
incomparably designed cover and framework, the attachment and
tensioning methods utilised are strong, yet controllable. This enables swift
and effortless assembly and stowage of the C&J Sprayhood.
Continuing in-depth research into the materials used in the construction of
the C&J Marine Sprayhood ensure optimum use, durability and appearance.
As well as a product that can be easily maintained and valeted. The highlyadvanced materials, in conjunction with modern digital manufacturing
techniques, enable C&J Marine to continue to remain leaders in their
sector, providing a product of a consistently-superior quality.
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Sprayhood Optional Extras
Roll-away side screens
Winches mounted on the forward ends of the cockpit can also be
accommodated. With the option of yet another neat design, roll-away
side screens can be incorporated into the Sprayhood, allowing it to remain
fully operational. Adjustable attachment methods on the framework
enables the sidescreens to be neatly rolled and stowed against the
Sprayhood cover, but still allowing full turns on the winches.

Roll-away centre screens
For sailing in warmer climates or for those hot summer days, the cleverly
designed C&J Marine roll-away, zipped centre window is ideal. This allows
a cool flow of air to be channelled into the cockpit area instead of being
diverted over the top of the Sprayhood and away from the cockpit.

Extra windows
The option of inserting extra windows, manufactured from strong clear
PVC, into the side panels and sidescreens of C&J Sprayhood will improve the
all-round vision, as well as adding more light into the companionway area.

Window covers
To enable protection of the Sprayhood windows as well as blocking out
any unwanted light, C&J Marine high-quality window covers are the
solution. Keeping the windows covered will prolong the life of the PVC
material. When the Sprayhood is used in conjunction with the C&J Marine
Cockpit Enclosure, privacy can also be achieved, ideal for those who live
aboard or cruise extensively. These covers are manufactured from the same
fabric as the Sprayhood and will attach to the outside of the canopy using
secure high quality fasteners.

Upgrade frame & deck fittings
C&J Marine’s standard Sprayhood design consists of a combination of
high quality nylon/stainless steel frame and deck fittings which are more
than adequate for their intended purpose. However, for that extra quality,
strength and appearance, C&J Marine offer the option of an upgrade to
solid stainless steel frame and deck fittings.

See Upgrade frame & deck fittings

Sprayhood Grab Handles
It is a well known scenario to grab the rear of the Sprayhood when moving around the cockpit, boarding or going
ashore, and as with fabric it can tend to chafe and become dirty. All this is in the past! After lengthy research the
C&J Marine Sprayhood Grab Handle was developed to eliminate this problem. Manufactured from the same high
quality, marine grade stainless steel as the C&J Marine Sprayhood frames, it can be retro fitted to the rear frame
on both old and new Sprayhoods with a cleverly-designed, robust attachment system. Once again C&J Marine
has taken product design to the next level. A range of optional extras are available to customise the already
incomparable C&J Marine Sprayhood Grab handle to suit your needs.
The C&J Marine Sprayhood Grab Handle standard design consists of a
combination of strong nylon/stainless steel standoff and endplug fittings that
are more than adequate for their intended purpose. However, for the extra
quality, strength and appearance, C&J Marine offer the option of the solid
stainless steel standoff and endplug fittings.

Sailing during cold or wet weather can make it difficult to hold onto the
bare stainless steel framework as it can be uncomfortable and slippery on
the hands. Therefore the option of a high quality, luxurious pearl grey leather
covering is available. Not only does it provide an extremely comfortable grip
but also gives the C&J Marine Grab Handle optimum appearance.

The Sacrificial Finger Strip is an alternative option, used when the C&J
Marine Sprayhood Grab Handle cannot be installed. The finger strip is
attached to the rear edge of the Sprayhood cover and is designed to also
protect the Sprayhood from wear and chafing. The Finger Strip is available in
two material options – either hardwearing, durable PVC available in a wide
range of complimentary colours, or a more luxurious pearl grey leather.

Sprayhood Extension Options
A C&J Marine Sprayhood installed to your yacht could be the foundation to a whole world of C&J
Marine superior products! By simply adding zips to the Sprayhood one or all of the following items
could be attached:

Cockpit Enclosure
Do you utilise your cockpit area to its full potential? If not, then the C&J
Marine Cockpit Enclosure is a must. Not only will it protect you, your crew
and the cockpit but it will also give you an invaluable extended living area.
Once you have it, you will wonder how you ever lived without it!

Sprayhood Backdrop
There is nothing worse during foul weather than being trapped in the main
saloon or cabins with no air circulation and feeling claustrophobic. The C&J
Marine Sprayhood Backdrop will eradicate this problem, allowing you to leave
your hatch open in all weathers and breathe a little easier. Once in place this
will also protect the companionway and all equipment around this area.

Bimini Enclosure
The C&J Bimini Enclosure is the conclusion of combining a separate Bimini
sun shade and a separate Cockpit Enclosure into a stylish, functional and
practical unit. Using only one set of framework, the versatile Bimini Enclosure
is carefully designed to offer the helm protection from the heat of the sun,
and when needed, your crew and your cockpit can be sheltered from all types
of weather.

Tonneau Cover
Designed for protection against inclement weather, the C&J Marine Tonneau
Cover prevents UV light from damaging varnished timber, algae from building
up on teak seats and those unwanted deposits left from our feathered
friends! This product is extremely worthwhile for ensuring that your beloved
yacht looks its best for many years to come.

If you would like more information about any of these options please contact a C&J Marine
representative or refer to individual information sheets which are also available on our website.
The C&J Marine Sprayhood is supplied complete with all the necessary fastenings, step-by-step installation
guide and a 12-month warranty against defective workmanship and/or materials.

Why choose the C&J Marine Sprayhood?... because we cover everything!
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